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Learning Objectives





Discover best practices for PLM-driven business-process automation
Understand how workflow-executed scripting supports business logic
Learn about the Fusion Lifecycle application scripting frameworks and API
Understand approaches for modeling Fusion Lifecycle application scripts

Description
This class will review how your company can achieve true process improvement by
methodically analyzing your As-Is process, and identifying redundant steps, bottlenecks,
missed activities, and so on. Design a streamlined To-Be process that incorporates
decision-making automation of business logic, and enable Fusion Lifecycle software to
manage your logic-driven process. This class will be a technical review covering the Fusion
Lifecycle application scripting frameworks and API. We will expose students to workspace
modeling and scripting techniques that will enable them to automate and streamline their
product lifecycle management workflows. This session features PLM 360 (now Fusion
Lifecycle) and Fusion Lifecycle.
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Your AU Expert(s)
Fred Smith is a Houston-based product development specialist, who
has spent 25+ years romping around the aerospace, medical device,
energy, and software industries. He is currently a PLM specialist at
Autodesk. Fred holds graduate degrees in computer science and
electrical engineering from Washington University in St. Louis. In his
spare time, Fred is a reader, data scientist, and maker/hobbyist.

Michael Vesperman is an accomplished engineering professional and
manager with more than 15 years of experience architecting and
delivering Business Process Optimization Solutions to manufacturers
across a multitude of industries. At Autodesk, Inc., Vesperman is
responsible for working directly with companies to enable process
optimization and automation utilizing PLM/PDM, IoT, CPQ
technologies. He obtained a Master of Engineering Management from
Northwestern University.

Mr. Zohrehvandi is PLM Technical Specialist at AUTODESK since Oct.
2015 based out of Frisco, TX. He has 25+ years of experience as
Mechanical Engineer, IT Management, Consulting, Solution Architect,
and Project Management. He has extensive experience in
implementation of CAD tools, CAD data management, data migration,
and systems upgrade. He has worked as a mechanical engineer for a
discrete manufacturing company, IT Manager for a defense contractor,
solution architect for a software development company, and PLM
senior manager for a consulting firm. He has lead large development
teams in multiple industry sectors to implement PLM systems and
became a functional and technical expert. His industry experience
spans aerospace & defense, automotive, electronics and high tech,
medical device, industrial equipment, and retail/consumer goods. He
obtained a Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Texas at Arlington.
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Lesson 1: Directing Traffic with Precondition Scripting

Precondition scripts are workflow transition triggered script that check for a precondition before
showing a workflow transition to the user (return "True" or "False").
Examples:
 Using item field values such as a “Product Type” picklist to determine which direction
from a workflow state the login user can transition the item.
 Hide a workflow transition unless the login user is the item Owner.

Lesson Example 1.1 – Is this an Emergency?
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1. From the Workflow Editor determine the Custom ID’s for all the transitions in your
workflow. This will be used to setup the precondition scripting.
a. Administration > Workspace Manager > dropdown Business Decision > Workflow
Editor
b. Pick a transition to open the Transition Properties
c. Select Show ID’s

d. Document all Custom ID’s to be used in the precondition script
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2. Setup the business logic library script
a. Administration > System Configuration > Scripting > pick New Script > Script
Type “Library”
b. Enter Unique Name and Description: BD_Business_Logic
c. From the example code folder open with Notepad (or another text editor)
BD_Business_Logic.js
d. Select All > Copy
e. Paste the whole script into Code section
3. Setup the precondition case statement script
a. Administration > System Configuration > Scripting > pick New Script > Script
Type “Condition”
b. Enter Unique Name and Description: BD_WF_Conditions
c. Imports [hit plus sign] > select BD_Business_Logic
d. From the example code folder open with Notepad (or another text editor)
BD_WF_Conditions.js
e. Select All > Copy
f. Paste the whole script into Code section
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4. From The Workflow Editor assign the precondition script for the Transitions
a. Administration > Workspace Manager > dropdown Business Decision > Workflow
Editor
b. Pick a transition to open the Transition Properties
c. Assign the BD_WF_Conditions to the Precondition
d. Repeat for all workflow transitions
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5. Test out your script
a. Create a new Business Decision record and select either “Yes” or “No” for the “Is
this emergency?” item field
b. Notice that the workflow now forces you down a pre-defined path based our
coded business logic
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Lesson Example 1.2 – CAPEX or OPEX?
1. This lesson requires no additional steps other than to test it out by processing a nonemergency and advancing the workflow to the Business Decision workflow state
a. Create a new Business Decision record and select “No” for the “Is this
emergency?” item field
b. Advance the workflow to Business Review by choosing Analyze Business Impact
from the Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
c. Edit the record and for the item field “Expected Cost” enter value either less than
100,000 or greater than 100,000
d. Notice that the workflow now forces you down a pre-defined path based our
coded business logic.The business logic is now slightly more complex (than the
manually set flag). Even though there may typically only be one person designing
workflows and scripting, the analyst who is defining the workflow need not care
what the logic is. Conversely the analyst who writes the business logic does not
have to be concerned where/how the logic is invoked. Separation of concerns
results in better modularity and reduced maintenance "costs".
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On Line 23 requiresOpex(item) calls the library BD_Business_Logic
On Line 26 requiresCapex(item) calls the library BD_Business_Logic
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Lesson 2: Enforce Business Policy with Validation Scripting

Validation scripts allow you to validate certain requirements before allowing transitioning to the
next state in a workflow. If validation fails, it provides feedback to the user from an array of
messages explaining why.
Examples:



Allow only items with XYZ Co. as the manufacturer to transition to the next step in a
workflow. If validation fails, return the message: "The transition can be completed only
by workspace items with XYZ Co. as the manufacturer."
If there is missing information on the record, such as an empty item field, and that info is
only required on a certain stage of the workflow, process should fail with a validation and
message explaining to the user why.

Lesson Example 2.1 – Hope is not a strategy! You must have a plan!

The steps in this lesson are similar to the steps in Lesson 1 except that the script type is
Validation. Since you have already defined the CustomIDs of the workflow transitions in Lesson
1 - Step 1 is not necessary to repeat. Lesson 1 - Step 2 is also not necessary to repeat because
the library script is intended on being used by more than one calling scripting. In other words the
library script is a helper script for Action, Condition, or Validation scripts.
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1. Setup the validation case statement script
a. Administration > System Configuration > Scripting > pick New Script > Script
Type “Validation”
b. Enter Unique Name and Description: BD_WF_Validation
c. From the example code folder open with Notepad (or another text editor)
BD_WF_Validations.js
d. Select All > Copy
e. Paste the whole script into Code section

2. From The Workflow Editor assign the precondition script for the Transitions
a. Administration > Workspace Manager > dropdown Business Decision > Workflow
Editor
b. Pick a transition to open the Transition Properties
c. Assign the BD_WF_Validation to the Validation
d. Repeat for all workflow transitions
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3. Test your script
a. Create a new Business Decision record and select “No” for the “Is this
emergency?” item field
a. Advance the workflow to Business Review by choosing Analyze Business Impact
b. Edit the record and for the item field “Expected Cost” enter value less than
100,000
c. Advance the workflow to Management Planning by choosing “Operational
Expense” from the Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
d. Advance the workflow to “In Process” by choosing “Mobilize Resources” from the
Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
e. Notice that the workflow does not advance and displays a message to the user.
We now have a method to enforce business policies by adding validation code to
our workflow
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Lesson Example 2.2 – Accountability is key, all tasks must be complete!

4. This lesson requires no addition steps other than to test it out the validation logic
a. Create a new Business Decision record and select “No” for the “Is this
emergency?” item field
b. Advance the workflow to Business Review by choosing Analyze Business Impact
c. Edit the record and for the item field “Expected Cost” enter value less than
100,000
d. Advance the workflow to Management Planning by choosing “Operational
Expense” from the Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
e. Select Project Management tab > Add > Enter Title | Start | End > Save (Enter
“End” or “Duration”, one overwrites the other)
f. Advance the workflow to “In Process” by choosing “Mobilize Resources” from the
Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
g. Advance the workflow to “Complete” by choosing “Demobilize” from the Workflow
Actions dropdown > Save Step
h. Notice that the workflow does not advance and displays a message to the user.
We now have a method to enforce business policies by adding validation code to
our workflow
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Lesson 3: Add Automation to your Workflow with Action Scripting

Action scripts allow you to perform action that is triggered* by the transition of the workflow.
Examples:




Spawn a new item in a workspace after successful execution of a workflow transition.
Create a set of milestones for an item after the item is created.
Perform a transition from an escalated workflow state.
*Action Scripts can also be triggered by a Workflow Escalation and Workspace Behavior

Lesson Example 3.1 – Event driven Email Notification

1. Setup the emailUtil library script
f. Administration > System Configuration > Scripting > pick New Script > Script
Type “Library”
g. Enter Unique Name and Description: emailUtil
h. From the example code folder open with Notepad (or another text editor)
emailUtil.js
i. Select All > Copy
j. Paste the whole script into Code section
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2. Setup the action script
a. Administration > System Configuration > Scripting > pick New Script > Script
Type “Action”
b. Enter Unique Name and Description: BD_Notify_Process
c. Imports [hit plus sign] > select emailUtils
d. From the example code folder open with Notepad (or another text editor)
BD_Notify_Process.js
e. Select All > Copy
f. Paste the whole script into Code section

3. From The Workflow Editor assign the action script for the Transitions
a. Administration > Workspace Manager > dropdown Business Decision > Workflow
Editor
b. Pick “Mobilize Resources” [CustomID: MOBILIZE_OPEX] transition to open the
Transition Properties
c. Assign the BD_Notify_Progress to the Action
d. Repeat for “Mobilize Resources” [CustomID: MOBILIZE_CAPEX] workflow
transition
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4. Test out the action script
a. Create a new Business Decision record and select “No” for the “Is this
emergency?” item field
b. Advance the workflow to Business Review by choosing Analyze Business Impact
c. Edit the record and for the item field “Expected Cost” enter value less than
100,000
d. Advance the workflow to Management Planning by choosing “Operational
Expense” from the Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
e. Select Project Management tab > Add Linked Items > Create New [enter form
fields] > Save & Add
f. Advance the workflow to “In Process” by choosing “Mobilize Resources” from the
Workflow Actions dropdown > Save Step
g. Notice that the workflow sends out an email to all users defined in the security
group “Business Administrators”
i. Administrator > Security > Groups > Business Administrator – Users
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Lesson Example 3.2 – Kickoff a separate Process with an Action Script

1. Setup the action script
a. Administration > System Configuration > Scripting > pick New Script > Script
Type “Action”
b. Enter Unique Name and Description: BD_Start_Root_Cause_Analysis
c. Imports [hit plus sign] > select createNewItem
d. From the example code folder open with Notepad (or another text editor)
BD_Start_Root_Cause_Analysis.js
e. Select All > Copy
f. Paste the whole script into Code section

2. From The Workflow Editor assign the action script for the Transitions
a. Administration > Workspace Manager > dropdown Business Decision > Workflow
Editor
b. Pick “Start Root Cause Analysis” [CustomID:
START_ROOT_CAUSE_ANALYSIS] transition to open the Transition Properties
c. Assign the BD_Start_Root_Cause_Analysis to the Action
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3. Test out the action script
a. Create a new Business Decision record and select “Yes” for the “Is this
emergency?” item field
b. Advance the workflow to “Enterprise Down” by choosing “Mobilize Resources”
c. Advance the workflow to “Root Cause Analysis” by choosing “Start Root Cause
Analysis”
d. Notice that a new RCA record has been automatically created
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Also the Business Decision record has a reference to the RCA record, which
enables a connection between the two business processes
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Appendix: Setup and Configuration of the Training Workspaces
In order to complete the lessons documented in this training guide you will need to follow the
instructions below to setup and configure the training workspaces.

Business Decision
Workspace Settings

Item Fields
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Workflow design
IMPORTANT: The Transition CustomIDs must be named the same as the image below.
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Workflow Transition Permission

Workspace Role Permissions
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Root Cause Analysis
Workspace Settings

Item Fields
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Workflow Design
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Workspace Role Permissions
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